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Monday, June 28. 2010

Pandora-HUGO: PC Engine Emulator for Pandora v1.1.0

Hi All,
For those who haven't seen previous release, Hu-Go is a famous emulator of NEC PC Engine console, running on many
system such as Linux and Windows. (see http://www.zeograd.com/ for details)
Pandora-Hugo is a port on Pandora of my latest Dingux version of Hu-Go. It's almost fullspeed without any overclocking.
What's new then in this version compared to original one ?
- Cheat support !
- Memory monitoring engine to find your own cheat code !
- Text editor to modify the global cheat.txt file
- Text editor to write your own comments on games
- Display first comment line while browsing game files
- Screen size / Fit mode optimized for Pandora
- Pandora Keyboard support
- Save directories for rom images on exit
- etc, etc ...
How to use it ? Everything is in the README.txt file.
Sources are included, and this package is under the GNU public licence v2, read COPYING.txt file for more information
about it.
Work still remain to support cd.
Here is a full working binary version :
pandora-hugo-v1.1.0-bin.zip
And the source code :
pandora-hugo-v1.1.0-src.zip
Enjoy,
Zx.
If you want to discuss on this homebrew, you can do it here :
My forum on dcemu network or http://www.gp32x.com/.
Posted by zx-81 in PC Engine at 16:11
You are a Porting master! I dont own a pandora as we speak, but i have used your emulators in the past, and they are the best.
Brandonheat8 on Jun 29 2010, 03:46
thanks
Zx
zx-81 on Jun 29 2010, 23:43
Hi, this is great piece of software ...
it run also on my nokia n900 but ...
... but the keyboard layout is locked on pandora keyboard so i can move characters, but i can't press I and II buttons (fire, jump ...
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etc).
There is a way to remap keyboard and assign keys to every key of a N900 keyboard (using ascci codes, like old version of hugo
those with distorted sound) ???
Or if not possible, there will be someday a new version with totally free key-remapping so we, owners of Nokia N900, can use this
really great emu of a great console ?'
Thanx again and bye !
n900 on Nov 25 2010, 14:50
Sorry being boring in this day but someone can explain if is possible to remapping freely keys in this emu ?
it runs greatly on my Nokia N900 but keys are partially not responding. With another hugo-port for pandora (older and with bad sound)
was possible remapping keys with ascii codes, but with this port apparently is not possible ...
anyone can reply ?
thanx, and merry holidays to (spectrum) zx81 and everyone !
n900 on Dec 25 2010, 15:08
hi dude,
In keyboard menu you should be able to remap keys as you want ? If you modify keyboard mapping in the 'default' game (the one
launched on startup) then this mapping will be used as default one for all other games,
Cheers, Zx
zx-81 on Dec 26 2010, 12:16
Thanx for your kindly reply,
but my problem is not remapping all pc-engine keys, but "mapping" the pandora keys on my n900, because not all the pandora keys (
"X A Y B" ecc) have a corrispondent key on nokia N900.
If i can re-map the pandora keys on my N900 than i can use the pc-engine keys ... (my english is not so cool ...
indeed, maybe doing this it's too difficult so anyway thanx and merry holidays, zx81 !
n900 on Dec 26 2010, 13:55
"In keyboard menu you should be able to remap keys as you want ?"
Can you post an example or an how-to for freely remapping keys ?
With old Hugo version i can remap all keys on my nokia n900 but with this version i tried in several ways (also copy and paste the old
keyconfig on the new file) but with no chance at all ....
I don't know what i must do more !
Thanx !
n900 on Feb 15 2011, 19:24
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